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The “flow regime” of the Narran Ecosystem is important and central to maintaining its ‘ecological 
character’ (Thoms et al., 2001), i.e., the combination of the physical, chemical and biological 
components of the system. Specifically, floods in the Narran River contribute flows to the Narran 
Lakes Ecosystem and the success of water bird breeding colonies is highly dependent on these water 
levels. In particular, waterbird breeding in terms of reproductive success and clutch size appears to be 
directly related to flooding. Since the late 1980’s, flows in the Condamine Balonne River upstream of 
the Narran Ecosystem have been modified by large-scale water resource developments. For example, 
median annual flows at St George have been reduced by 30% and there have been major reductions 
in the magnitude and frequency of important flood events. Given these pressures on water availability, 
improved tools for water management in the region are required.

The Narran Lakes Ecosystem Project developed a hydrological model and a waterbird breeding model 
to help understand the relationships between input flows and the provision of waterbird breeding 
habitat. Neither of these models, however, was calibrated against actual flows or waterbird breeding 
events as no events of substance occurred during the life of the Project. Recent inflows have triggered 
a colonial bird breeding event and there is currently the opportunity to test the application of these 
models to predict the outcomes for a given amount of water. The objective of this project, therefore, is 
to assess the potential application of the Narran hydrological model to inform real-time management 
of inflows into Narran Lakes during a bird breeding event.

To meet this key objective, several specific tasks are required. These include:

1) the analysis of the current flow event (Dec 07 – Feb 08);

2) the analysis of the waterbird breeding event and the calibration of the waterbird breeding 
model that has been developed for the Narran Lakes Ecosystem;

3) a prediction of the additional inflows that would be required to ensure a successful bird 
breeding event, including what areas of the lake need to be inundated and the volume/timing  
of water inflows;

4) the derivation of an empirical relationship between inflows to the Narran Lakes, the wetted 
area and the likelihood of a successful waterbird breeding event; 

5) a short case study that demonstrates (or otherwise) the potential for the Narran hydrological 
model to inform water managers of the minimum water requirements for a successful bird 
breeding event in the Narran Lakes system; and  

6) training of local agency staff in the use and maintenance of the automatic data loggers which 
record water levels in the Narran Lakes system. 

The first phase of the project involved updating the model to deal with real-time flow, precipitation  
and evaporation inputs. Once accomplished, the model was calibrated against the 2004 flood which 
had a similar quality of input data available to it as the 2008 flood and additionally being the only  
flood that was heavily monitored during the Narran Lakes Ecosystem Project. The calibration  
between observed and predicted inundated surface areas for the 2004 event was very good  
(r2 > 0.9, p < 0.001). The now calibrated model was then used to predict 2008 inundation levels and 
validated against water level data from a stage recorder in Back Lake. Again, there was a very close 
association between the observed and predicted water levels. The success of the calibration and 
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validation exercises conducted for the real-time hydrologic model provides strong evidence as to the 
suitability of the model for producing accurate and reliable inundation data. 

Once we were certain that the model could accurately reproduce flood extents and durations, we then 
fully modeled the 2008 event by extending the model out until it was predicted to be completely dry. 
The full 2008 model suggests that most birds currently breeding in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem will 
be successful in fledging their young. Exceptions to this will be birds that commenced breeding late in 
the flood (mid-February or later) and those with low lying nests which are likely to dry out sooner.

An examination of historical bird breeding events shows that for every successful breeding event, 
significant quantities of water were present in both the Northern and Narran Lakes. Indeed, no 
breeding event has occurred during the period of record when Narran Lake had an inundated surface 
area of less than 6,000 ha and only two breeding events occurred when the Northern Lake was less 
than full (although in every case the Northern Lake was wet for at least six months). Thus, for every 
breeding event, significant quantities of water were present in both lakes and water was present for 
more than twice the duration necessary for chicks to reach the fledgling stage (typically three months 
for most species). This implies that both lakes are vital to waterbird breeding in the Narran Lakes 
Ecosystem (both in terms of attracting birds to the area and supporting successful breeding) and large 
floods with extended periods of inundation are the most favorable conditions for breeding. If we look at 
the 2008 breeding event currently underway in the Narran lakes Ecosystem, it is clear that it violates 
many of the conditions for breeding that have been set for all of the previously recorded breeding 
events. The current flow into the Narran lakes Ecosystem is only 47,000 Ml (at Narran Park, flows 
at Wilby Wilby are unknown but would be less than the 100,000 Ml threshold) classifying it as a very 
small event and well below that of any previous breeding event. Thus, this breeding event appears to 
be an anomaly in that it does not fit in with previous events. However, past experiences have indicated 
that a much larger flood event was imminent this year than that which has so far manifested (the 
Narran River at New Angledool has only received about 5% of the flows past St George in 2008 rather 
the 10% it has typically received in previous years). Therefore, the true scope of this event can only be 
determined with respect to the possibility of what flows levels might have been achieved if historical 
flows (as a proportion of those downstream of St. George) had reached the Narran River and once it is 
clear that no further water will enter the system this calendar year.

The outputs of the climate model for 2008 show that Eastern Australia should be quite wet with 
moisture levels generally higher than at anytime in the last seven years. Thus, the model successfully 
predicts the current climate conditions prevailing in the Northern Basin. Extending the Climate Model 
to its longest forward forecast (i.e., 500 days beyond present) results in a prediction that the currently 
favorable climatic conditions in Eastern Australia are unlikely to persist beyond this year. Indeed, the 
model predicts a return to conditions similar to those in 2005 and 2006 by next year with even drier 
conditions predicted for 2010. Overall, the waterbird model shows dramatic decreases in the numbers 
or waterbirds in Australia since the mid-1980’s. Despite the success of the current breeding event, 
these decreases in overall waterbird numbers are unlikely to be halted unless action is taken to stop 
the precipitous decline in flows in the Murray Darling Basin that has occurred over this same period.

This trial study into the feasibility of producing a real-time hydrologic model for the Narran Lakes 
Ecosystem is very promising. There are only a few impediments to producing a final model for such 
a purpose. The first is the need to acquire all of the necessary data inputs in real-time. At present, 
there are no real-time evaporation stations within a reasonable distance of the Narran lakes. This 
situation will need to be rectified to improve the performance of the real-time model. Second, a full 
validation event needs to be monitored. This involves extending the current study until the end of the 
current event and would include the collection of additional validation data (e.g., all stage recorder 
data, satellite images of inundated extent, field validation). One final consideration in the production of 
the real-time model would be the inclusion of a stochastic rainfall and evaporation data generator for 
extending model results beyond the period of data availability. This would allow for a probability based 
risk assessment of potential drying times to be included in the model. 
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1.  BACKGROUnD

Large floodplain ecosystems are a characteristic feature of Australian inland river systems (Pickup, 
1986; Thoms, 1995). Many are associated with extensive floodplain wetlands and terminal lakes, the 
ecological integrity of which is maintained by irregular hydrological connections between them and 
adjacent river channels. 

The floodplain wetlands of the Narran River in North west New South Wales are areas of high 
biodiversity (Williams, 1988; Kingsford and Porter 1999) and have been referred to as ‘oases’ in an 
otherwise dry landscape (Morton et al., 1995). At many different scales, these floodplain wetlands are 
key refugia for both terrestrial and aquatic biota in Australia’s dry interior. They have a crucial role 
as feeding, breeding and resting sites for migratory birds as well as for fish and other animals. Their 
role as a biodiversity hotspot is maintained despite their highly variable and unpredictable hydrology 
and thus complex wetting and drying regimes. The Narran floodplain wetlands have been referred 
to as ‘boom – bust’ systems, with high productivity occurring in periods of inundation (booms) and 
limited productivity in periods of dry. Generally, floodplain ecosystems are dynamic mosaics where 
water plays an important role in connecting the various patches that occur within them (Thoms, 2003). 
Flooding facilitates exchanges of water, sediments, nutrients and biota between river channels and 
floodplain patches and these transfers are considered essential for the functioning and integrity of 
these systems (Amoros and Bornette, 2002).

The Lower Balonne floodplain wetland complex, which straddles the Queensland - New South Wales 
border between St George (Qld) and Walgett (NSW), is a region that supports the largest number 
of wetlands greater than five hectares in size within the Murray Darling Basin. In excess of 3,400 
wetlands have been identified within this complex, the majority of which are freshwater wetlands 
associated with floodplain areas (53%). This floodplain ecosystem is sustained by water, sediments 
and nutrients from the upstream Condamine-Balonne catchment, which comprises 14 percent of the 
Murray Darling Basin. 

The Narran Lakes Ecosystem (Figure 1) is a significant floodplain wetland in the Lower Balonne 
region and has have been identified as one of nine significant refugia for biological diversity in semi-
arid and arid New South Wales (Kingsford, 1999). Its significance was recognised in June 1999 when 
a section of the northern lakes was listed as a Ramsar Wetland of International Importance. This 
occurred eleven years after the region was gazetted as a Nature Reserve by the NSW National Parks 
and Wildlife Service. The Narran Lakes Nature Reserve is also listed on the Register of National 
Estate as a natural heritage site. Such listings recognize the Narran as an excellent example of 
a relatively undisturbed terminal lake system for NSW. It is a significant site for waterbirds, both 
nationally and internationally; and because it provides habitat for some species that are recognised as 
being of conservation concern, either regionally, at the State-level or nationally (Figure 2). 
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Whilst recognized as being environmentally and economically valuable, wetlands are also a 
threatened resource due to past and current land and water management practices. The character of 
many Australian inland river systems has been altered since European settlement (Thoms et al., 1999, 
2000; Ogden, 2000) due to large-scale floodplain development and the loss of connectivity resulting 
from flow regulation and the construction of levees. The grazing industry has had a long association 
with floodplain wetland systems (Heathcote, 1988). However, since the 1980s these systems have 
become the focus for major water resource developments. These activities have the potential to 
severely degrade these ecosystems.

The “flow regime” of the Narran Ecosystem is important and central to maintaining its ‘ecological 
character and integrity’ (Thoms et al., 2001), i.e., the combination of the physical, chemical and 
biological components of the system. Specifically, floods in the Narran River contribute flows 
to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem and ultimately the success of water bird breeding colonies is 
highly dependent on these water levels. Water resource developments on the nearby Macquarie 
River system have decreased the frequency and abundance of breeding of colonial waterbirds in 
the Macquarie Marshes (Kingsford and Johnson, 1998). Further, waterbird breeding in terms of 
reproductive success and clutch size appears to be directly related to flooding. Since the late 1980’s, 
flows in the Condamine Balonne River upstream of the Narran Ecosystem have been modified by 
large-scale water resource developments. Median annual flows at St George have been reduced by 
30% and there have been major reductions in the magnitude and frequency of important flood events. 
In addition, recent studies on the Lower Balonne floodplain demonstrate that rates of sediment 
delivery to this area have increased by an order of magnitude as a result of upstream land use 
changes since European settlement (Thoms et al., 2007). Combined, these developments have the 
potential to significantly influence the ecological character of the Narran Ecosystem. 

To address some of these issues, the Narran Lakes Ecosystem Project developed a hydrological 
model and a waterbird breeding model. Neither of these models, however, were calibrated against 
actual flows or water bird breeding events as no events of substance occurred during the course 

Figure 1: The narran Lakes Ecosystem. It’s a) location within Australia and b) details of the 
main morphology and several key attributes of the narran Lakes Ecosystem including the 
two principal lakes.
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Background

of the Project. Recent inflows have triggered a colonial bird breeding event and there is currently 
the opportunity to test the application of these models to predict the outcomes for a given amount 
of water. The objective of this project, therefore, is to assess the potential application of the Narran 
hydrological model to inform real-time management of inflows into Narran Lakes during a bird 
breeding event.

To meet this key objective, several specific tasks are required. These include:

1) the analysis of the current flow event (Dec 07 – Feb 08);

2) the analysis of the water bird breeding event and the calibration of the water bird breeding 
model that has been developed for the Narran Lakes Ecosystem;

3) a prediction of the additional inflows that would be required to ensure a successful bird 
breeding event, including what areas of the lake need to be inundated and the volume/timing of 
water inflows;

4) the derivation of an empirical relationship between inflows to the Narran Lakes, the wetted 
area and the likelihood of a successful waterbird breeding event; 

5) a short case study that demonstrates (or otherwise) the potential for the Narran hydrological 
model to inform water managers of the minimum water requirements for a successful bird 
breeding event in the Narran Lakes system; and  

6) training of local agency staff in the use and maintenance of the automatic data loggers which 
record water levels in the Narran Lakes system. 

Figure 2: The topography of the narran Lakes Ecosystem highlighting the morphology  
of the northern Lake and the location of the key habitat area for colonially breeding  
water birds.
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The water balance for a lake or wetland can be written as:

Where:

V is the volume of the lake,  

t is time, 

Q is inflow discharge, 

T is transmission loss, 

I is infiltration into the lake bed, 

P is precipitation and 

E is evaporation. 

The water balance for the Narran system includes all of these major parameters with the two 
storages, the Northern Lake complex and Narran Lake complex, being modeled independently but 
with linked flow inputs. 

The water balance model for the Narran system is computed in the following iterative fashion:

1)  the inflow discharge from Narran Park is routed into the top end of the Narran system;

2)  a check is made of the input flow level against threshold values for each of the flow pathways 
into the system;

3)  for any pathway on which the commence to flow level has been exceeded, the proportion of the 
input flow that travels down the pathway is determined from the relationships defined through 
hydraulic modeling;

4)  the total flow input into the Northern Lake (via all functioning flow pathways) is determined 
(note: the flows into the Northern Lake complex are determined first because once this lake 
fills it alters the volume of flow delivered to the Narran Lake complex); 

5)  the input flows into the Northern Lake complex are adjusted for lake bed infiltration and 
internal transmission losses;

6)  the running discharge (i.e., the cumulative discharge for a given flood event) is calculated 
based on the adjusted input flows;

7)  the volumetric daily loss/gain is computed as the rainfall minus evaporation (times a correction 
factor for open water evaporation) multiplied by the surface area of standing water from the 
previous time step;

8)  the adjusted Northern Lake volume is determined by first querying the current standing water 
volume of the lake to see if it is full. If so, all additional flow inputs are routed to the Narran 
Lake complex. If not, the new volume of the lake is computed by taking the volume of the lake 
during the previous time step minus the loss/gain value plus the input discharge;

9)  the adjusted discharge is converted into a surface area based on hypsometric curves for the 
Northern Lake complex;

10)  the flow to the Narran Lake complex is determined by subtracting the total input discharge at 
the top of the system from the (pre-adjusted) flow into the Northern Lake.

2.  HyDROLOGICAL MODEL DEVELOPMEnT  
 AnD InPUT PARAMETERs
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The flow input from Step 10 is then routed into the Narran Lake complex and a water balance is 
computed using Steps 5-9 with one exception; rather than striping water off the input flows to account 
for lake bed infiltration and internal transmission losses (Step 5) a standard loss of 628.4 l m-2 is 
applied to this complex. This value is in the middle of the range defined for lake bed infiltration, and it 
captures both lake bed infiltration and transmission losses. 

Development of a hydrological model is a data intensive process, requiring information on climate, 
river flows, topography, inundation extents, infiltration (into the lake bed) and transmission losses. 
The sources, applications and methods employed in utilizing or creating the data for this study are 
summarized in Table 1. The real-time model developed here uses several data sets unique to this 
model (i.e., not used in the construction of the historical model for the Narran Lakes Ecosystem). 
These include: 1) rainfall (local rather than regional rainfall data are used); 2) evaporation (no data 
were available for 2008 so these data were synthesized from previous events); 3) discharge (using 
Narran Park as the principal gauge rather than Wilby Wilby); and 4) water levels (the water level 
recorders were not in place in 2004). An important consideration in the development of a real-time 
model is that the data must be delivered in real-time if they are to be used to model in real-time. Of 
the data sources used in this modeling exercise all can be obtained in quasi-real-time (within 1-2 days 
of their occurrence) with the exception of evaporation which is currently unavailable except with a 
significant time lag (up to several months).

Table 1: Data sources and uses in the real-time hydrological model for the  
narran Lakes Ecosystem.

 Data Type Data source Data Considerations Data Use

 Rainfall East Mullane Local rainfall data for both Input into
  and Kia Ora  the 2004 and 2008 events. hydrological
  property records  model

 Evaporation Bureau of  Used existing (open water corrected)  Input into
  Meteorology pan evaporation data from hydrological
   St. George and Bourke for the 2004 model
   event, estimated 2008 evaporation 
   based on that for 2004.

  Soil losses Derived Used data values determined through  Input into
   historical modeling on the  hydrological
   Narran Lakes Ecosystem. model

 Transmission  Derived Used data values determined through Input into 
 losses  historical modeling on the hydrological
   Narran Lakes Ecosystem. model

 Discharge NSW Dept. of  Flow data obtained from the  Input into
  Environment and  Narran Park gauge for the hydrological
  Climate Change 2004 and 2008 events. model

 Topography LiDAR Dedicated flight over the study site,  Input into
   data set includes 650,000,000 points  hydrological
   with 1 point per m2. Data accuracy model
   of 8 cm, data precision of 1 cm.

 Known flood Landsat Landsat imagery was collected Calibration for
 extents  imagery for a series of images in 2004. the hydrological
    model 

 Water levels Water level  Pressure sensitive stage recorders Validation of
  recorders were placed at strategic locations water surface
   within the Northern Lake  elevations
   (only available for 2008). 

Hydrological Model Development and Input Parameters
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3.  HyDROLOGICAL MODEL CALIBRATIOn  
 AnD VALIDATIOn

The water balance model was calibrated using the 2004 flood event in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem. This event 
has several useful attributes that make it ideal for calibrating the real-time hydrological model. First, this event is 
the only flood on record for which flow data are available for the Narran Park gauge and rainfall data are available 
from both East Mullane and Kia Ora (two properties in close proximity to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem). Thus, 
the data sources available in 2004 are identical to those used to model the 2008 event and that will be used in 
subsequent real-time modeling endeavors. Second, high quality and frequent satellite imagery are available (and 
have been analyzed) for the filling and drying of the Narran Lakes Ecosystem during this event. Over 10 images 
were used for this purpose, producing a robust calibration set to test the validity of the predictions made for this 
flood. Finally, both the 2004 and 2008 flood events are close together in time meaning there is unlikely to be any 
substantial change in lake morphology, vegetation cover or flow dynamics during the intervening period.

There was a high level of agreement between the calibration data (satellite image flood extents) and the model 
outputs for both the Northern and Narran Lakes (Figure 3) for the 2004 event with both complexes reporting an 
r2 of greater than 0.9 (p < 0.001) for the actual to predicted surface area inundated when all known flood extents 
are considered. The time series of predicted against actual inundated surface areas for both lake complexes are 
presented in Figure 4. These plots show a high degree of correlation between the actual and predicted wet extents 
with both the inundation and drying phases being well predicted by the model. In addition, there is no systematic 
error in the model in that the actual inundation level exceeds the predicted as often as the predicted exceeds the 
actual. Therefore, it is clear that the model does an excellent job of replicating the actual flood extents and should 
be suitable for use in the prediction of flooding for the 2008 event.

The real-time hydrological model is validated using the 2008 (or current) flood event. This is consistent with 
traditional modeling approaches which use one half of existing events to calibrate a model and the other half to 
validate the model. Once validated, the model can then be used reliably for future predictions. At present, the 
only data available for validating the predicted flood extents for the 2008 event are from the Back Lake water level 
recorder, emplaced in 2005 and set to record hourly water levels in the event of a flood. The validation, based on 
these water level data, is presented in Figures 5. 
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Figure 4: Calibration of the northern and narran Lakes predicted inundated surface areas 
against those derived from Landsat imagery for the 2004 flood event. (a) Predicted vs. 
actual surface area for the dates of imagery only. (b) Predicted surface areas for the entire 
event plotted against actual surface areas on image acquisition dates.
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Although there are additional water level recorders in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem these are currently 
inaccessible and, therefore, these data have not been included in the validation. Similarly, it would be 
advantageous to acquire aerial photography or satellite imagery for the current event to derive a more accurate 
validation for the model. However, these data are outside the scope of this project and, therefore, are not included. 
Finally, a full validation of the model can only be achieved by validating the entire flood event (both the filling and 
drawdown phases). Since the scope of the current project is not commensurate with this time frame, however, 
this has not been done. Thus, an interim validation is presented based on the best available data and validating 
only the initial phases of the flood event. 

Despite the limitations of this approach, it is clear from Figure 6 that there is a close correlation between 
the modeled and actual water levels within the lake. This is very promising and lends strong evidence for the 
suitability of the model presented here as a real-time management tool. With only minor additional investments to 
extend the modeling exercise to the end of the current event (i.e., until the lakes are dry) along with the acquisition 
of the full set of water level data and a series of remotely sensed imagery to validate not only water surface 
elevation but also surface areas inundated, the real-time model can be robustly validated. Such an investment 
would provide considerably more evidence as to the reliability and accuracy of the model’s predictions.
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Figure 5. Predicted against actual (derived from the Back Lake level logger) water surface 

elevation for the Northern Lake. 

 

 

predicted flood extents for the 2008 event are from the Back Lake water level recorder, 

emplaced in 2005 and set to record hourly water levels in the event of a flood. The validation, 

based on these water level data, is presented in Figures 5. 

 

Although there are additional water level recorders in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem these are 

currently inaccessible and, therefore, these data have not been included in the validation. 

Similarly, it would be advantageous to acquire aerial photography or satellite imagery for the 

current event to derive a more accurate validation for the model. However, these data are 

outside the scope of this project and, therefore, are not included. Finally, a full validation of the 

model can only be achieved by validating the entire flood event (both the filling and drawdown 

phases). Since the scope of the current project is not commensurate with this time frame, 

however, this has not been done. Thus, an interim validation is presented based on the best 

available data and validating only the initial phases of the flood event.  

 

Figure 5:  Predicted against actual (derived from the Back Lake level logger) water surface 
elevation for the northern Lake.
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The outcomes of this portion of the study include: 

1) a strong calibration based on the 2004 flood event that shows a high correlation between predicted and 
actual inundated areas in both the Northern and Narran Lakes;

2) the validation of the 2008 flood event based on water level data from Back Lake.
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Figure 6. Time series plot of predicted vs. actual water surface elevation in the Northern Lake. 
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1) a strong calibration based on the 2004 flood event that shows a high correlation between 

predicted and actual inundated areas in both the Northern and Narran Lakes; 

2) the validation of the 2008 flood event based on water level data from Back Lake. 

Figure 6:  Time series plot of predicted vs. actual water surface elevation in the  
northern Lake.
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Using the Narran hydrological model as described above, the 2008 flood event in the Narran Lakes was modeled. 
At the time this document was written, flow levels were still increasing in the Narran River and so an arbitrary 
end date for inclusion of flows into the Narran Lakes was chosen. Thus, the model presented here includes actual 
data up to February 28th, 2008. No additional flows are assumed after this date and subsequent evaporation rates 
are synthesized from previous years data. For comparison, both the model results for the 2004 and 2008 events 
will be discussed in this section. The 2008 event is characterized by three flood peaks separated by several weeks 
and the total flow thus far received at Narran Park is 47,302 Ml as opposed to the 40,976 Ml that was received in 
2004 (Figure 7). Although the 2004 and 2008 floods are similar in many ways, the 2008 flood is differentiated by its 
third and higher peaks and in that it commenced approximately one month earlier than the 2004 event (December 
as opposed to January). This early start has implications for the time to dry in that evaporation rates are typically 
quite high in December. Only actual rainfall was included in the 2008 model so no additional rainfall is predicted 
beyond the known totals up to February 28, 2008, although evaporation data are extended throughout 2008 to 
provide a prediction of when the lakes will dry (Figure 8). 

Despite the larger input flows in the 2008 event, the actual flood extents and the predicted time to dry is similar to 
that for the 2004 event (Figure 6), especially in the Northern Lake. This is a consequence of the higher evaporation 
rates acting on the 2008 event owing to its earlier start date. The peak inundation levels, however, are higher for 
the 2008 event. The predictions for time to dry for the 2008 event are that the Northern Lake will be completely dry 
by September 20th, 2008 while the Narran Lake will retain some water until October 25th, 2008. 

If the predicted water surface elevations are superimposed upon the LiDAR DEM of the Narran Lakes Ecosystem, 
it is possible to map the flood event through both its inundation and drawdown phases (Figure 9). This is done 
only for the Northern Lake in this instance since, at present, no validation data are available for the Narran Lake. 
These inundation maps (Figure 9) clearly show that at the peak inundation level, all of the critical storages are wet 
including Clear Lake, Back Lake and Long Arm. Of these, Long Arm dries first with significant inundation over by 
June 30th, 2008. Back Lake retains water for slightly longer and will be dry by August 19th, 2008 and  
Clear Lake will be the last storage to dry on September 20th, 2008. These predictions are presented with the 
following caveats: 

1)  additional flows may occur between the time of writing this document and the end of the event which 
would extend the inundation times; 

2)  additional rainfall in the system after the time of writing this document might occur and this would also 
increase the inundation duration; and, 

3)  evaporation rates for this event are only estimated as no actual data from the Narran Lakes Ecosystem 
are currently available. 

Although the validation against water surface levels in the Northern Lake is quite good, there is no reason to 
suspect that the current quality of evaporation predictions (as expressed by this validation) will continue to the end 
of the event. Thus, incorrect estimates of future evaporation rates could result in either increased or decreased 
inundation durations. 

4.  MODELLInG THE 2008 FLOOD OF THE  
 nARRAn LAKEs ECOsysTEM
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If we assume that the estimated future evaporation is correct and that there will be no further flow or rainfall, it is 
possible to make predictions as to the likely success of the current waterbird breeding event. Colonial waterbirds 
are currently breeding at a variety of locations within the Narran Lakes Ecosystem. If we use some likely nest 
elevations (i.e., bed elevations under the nests rather than the elevations of the nests themselves) we can deduce 
from these the dates at which water levels underneath the nests will reach critical levels (Table 2). From these 
data, and given the current status of many nests within the Narran Lakes Ecosystem, there is a high probability 
that many breeding birds will be successful in fledging their young. This is especially true for those birds that 
commenced breeding early in the inundation event (early to mid January) and those who have set up their nests 
at low bed elevations. Those birds who either commenced breeding late (mid to late February) or constructed 
their nests at high bed elevations will be in danger of not successfully fledging their young. Thus, the most likely 
outcome of the 2008 breeding event in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem is that some birds will breed successfully while 
others will not. To insure that all birds currently breeding in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem would breed successfully 
additional flows approximately equal to the size and shape of the second 2008 flood wave would be required. 
Such an additional flow, if timed over the next 3-4 weeks, would maintain water levels at sufficient depths in the 
Northern Lake such that even late starting birds or those in high nests could reach the fledgling stage.

The outcomes of this portion of the study include: 

1) the successful modeling of the 2008 event in real-time;

2) a comparison between the 2004 and 2008 flood events;

3) predictions as to when various parts of the landscape are likely to dry;

4) predictions of when nests at various bed elevations are likely to be abandoned.
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Figure 7. Flow past Narran Park for the 2004 and 2008 flood events in the Narran River. 

 

Figure 7:  Flow past narran Park for the 2004 and 2008 flood events in the narran River.
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Modelling the 2008 Flood of the Narran Lakes Ecosystem

Figure 8:  Predicted inundated surface areas for the northern and narran Lakes for the 
2004 and 2008 flood events.

 

Figure 9:  Inundation maps for the 2008 flood event.
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Figure 9. Inundation maps for the 2008 flood event. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Possible abandonment dates for nests at different elevations. 

Nest Elevation (m) Required Depth (cm) Abandonment Date 

120.15 50 April 9
th

  

 30 June 25
th

  

120.25  50  March 15
th

  

 30 May 10
th

  

120.35 50 February 29
th

  

 30 April 9
th
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Table 2:  Possible abandonment dates for nests at different elevations.

 nest Elevation (m) Required Depth (cm) Abandonment Date

 120.15 50 April 9th 

  30 June 25th 

 120.25  50  March 15th 

  30 May 10th 

 120.35 50 February 29th 

  30 April 9th 
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5.  HIsTORICAL FLOWs AnD WATERBIRDs  

Over the period from 1965 to 2004 (39 years) there were 16 recorded breeding events in the Narran Lake 
Ecosystem (Figure 10). This equates to roughly one breeding event every 2.5 years. Most of these breeding events 
occur in clusters (i.e., several years with consecutive breeding events followed by several years with no breeding) 
of between 2 and 4 years. All of these breeding events occurred when flows at all gauges along the Narran River 
(i.e., Dirrandandi, New Angledool and Wilby Wilby) recorded annual flows in excess of 100,000 Ml (Figure 10). If we 
focus on the Wilby Wilby gauge, the closest gauge to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem with a long term record, it is 
clear that flows of 100,000 Ml/yr represent a threshold for breeding with all breeding events occurring above this 
threshold and only three instances where flows above this threshold did not result in breeding (Figure 11).  
Two of these exceptions represent the second and third smallest annual flows above the 100,000 Ml threshold 
whilst the third flood above the threshold that did not result in breeding is within the lower third of floods  
above this threshold. Thus, there is a strong correlation between bird breeding and input flows into the Narran 
Lakes Ecosystem.

The relationship between breeding and flow can be further investigated by utilizing the results of the historical 
hydrological model developed for the Narran Lakes Ecosystem project. This model was used to reconstruct 
flow levels in the Northern and Narran Lakes as a result of the actual flows within the Narran River between 
1964 and 2004. The predicted surface areas in both lakes and the occurrence of bird breeding with respect to 
inundation levels are presented in Figure 12.  For every successful breeding event, significant quantities of water 
were present in both the Northern and Narran Lakes. Indeed, no breeding event has occurred during the period 
of record when Narran Lake had an inundated surface area of less than 6,000 ha and only two breeding events 
occurred when the Northern Lake was less than full (although in every case the Northern Lake was wet for at 
least six months). Thus, for every breeding event, significant quantities of water were present in both lakes and 
water was present for more than twice the duration necessary for chicks to reach the fledgling stage (typically 
three months for most species). This implies that both lakes are vital to waterbird breeding in the Narran Lakes 
Ecosystem (both in terms of attracting birds to the area and supporting successful breeding) and large floods with 
extended periods of inundation are the most favorable conditions for breeding.

Figure 10: Time series of breeding events in the narran lakes Ecosystem plotted against 
annual flow magnitudes for the three principal flow gauges along the narran River.
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If we look at the 2008 breeding event currently underway in the Narran lakes Ecosystem, it is clear that it violates 
many of the conditions for breeding that have been set for all of the previously recorded breeding events. The 
current flow into the Narran lakes Ecosystem is only 47,000 Ml (at Narran Park, flows at Wilby Wilby are unknown 
but would be less than the 100,000 Ml threshold) classifying it as a very small event and well below that of any 
previous breeding event. Thus, this breeding event appears to be an anomaly in that it does not fit in with previous 
events. Similarly, the Narran Lake inundation levels are currently about 2,000 ha, well below the minimum of 
6,000 ha previously recorded. However, flows are still entering the system and more water could occur during this 
calendar year. Thus, it is too soon to classify this event as an anomaly because the final flow totals into the system 
have not yet been determined. Further, the 2008 flows on the Narran River are only a fraction of what historically 
is delivered to this river as a share of the flows downstream of St. George. Indeed, in previous years, the Narran 
River typically has received 10-15% of the flows past St. George while this year only 5% of these flows have 
reached the Narran River (Figure 13). Therefore, it can be reasonably assumed that if the historical water levels 
had been delivered to the Narran River, then flows into the Narran Lakes Ecosystem, would easily have reached 
he 100,000 Ml threshold. This may indicate that waterbirds are reacting as much to the potential water levels 
in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem as to that which actually was attained. Certainly, past experiences would have 
indicated that a much larger flood event was imminent this year than that which has so far manifested. Therefore, 
the true scope of this event can only be determined with respect to the possibility of what flows levels might have 
been achieved if historical flows (as a proportion of those downstream of St. George) had reached the Narran 
River and once it is clear that no further water will enter the system this calendar year.

The outcomes of this portion of the study include: 

1) the determination of flow thresholds for breeding in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem;

2) the clarification of the importance of both the Northern and Narran Lakes for successful breeding  
to occur;

3) an indication of the duration of inundation needed for successful breeding to occur;

4) a consideration of how the current breeding event fits within our historical understanding of waterbird 
breeding in the Narran lakes Ecosystem. 
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Figure 11. Breeding events in the Narran Lakes Ecosystem plotted against ranked annual discharges 

for the Wilby Wilby gauge. 

 

 

Figure 11:  Breeding events in the narran Lakes Ecosystem plotted against ranked annual 
discharges for the Wilby Wilby gauge.
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Historical Flows and Waterbirds
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Figure 13:  Comparison of flows downstream of st. George to those received at  
new Angledool.
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Figure 13. Comparison of flows downstream of St. George to those received at New Angledool. 
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6.  CLIMATE AnD WATERBIRD PREDICTIOns

As a component of this project, we used the Climate and Waterbird Prediction Model developed by Mark Padgham 
to determine how this model would perform in terms of predicting the likelihood of waterbirds being present in 
large numbers in Eastern Australia at the time of the current breeding event in the Narran Lakes. The Climate 
Model uses the spectral coherence between large scale climatic circulation patterns and rainfall within Eastern 
Australia to predict wet and dry years roughly 500 days in advance. The model has been refined and calibrated 
using data from 1985 to 2005. The 2007/2008 flood season in the Northern Basin represents the first trial to 
extend this model beyond its calibration period. The outputs of the climate model for 2008 show that Eastern 
Australia should be quite wet with moisture levels generally higher than at anytime in the last seven years  
(Figure 14). Thus, the model successfully predicts the current climate conditions prevailing in the Northern Basin. 
Extending the Climate Model to its longest forward forecast (i.e., 500 days beyond present) results in a prediction 
that the currently favorable climatic conditions in Eastern Australia are unlikely to persist beyond this year. Indeed, 
the model predicts a return to conditions similar to those in 2005 and 2006 by next year with even drier conditions 
predicted for 2010 (Figure 14). It important to note, however, that these are preliminary results only, particularly 
in that the current model is unable to estimate the error of these forecasts. Errors in these predictions will 
be estimated within the model at a later stage, and the predictions verified by monitoring the predictions, and 
comparing actual errors with the estimates, to reveal the utility of the model of forecasting climatic conditions in 
Eastern Australia over the next two years.  Furthermore, it is known that those aspects of climate utilised in these 
predictions interact with the El Niño-Southern Oscillation. Future inclusion of these interactions within the model 
is expected to greatly improve the accuracy of predictions, and may alter the 2009-2010 predictions if La Niña 
conditions prevail, rather than any return towards El Niño conditions.

A second component of this model is the prediction of overall bird numbers in Eastern Australia and the links 
between these numbers and water resource developments in the Murray Darling Basin. This portion of the model 
is based on data drawn from the Eastern Australia aerial waterbird survey and from 100’s of stream gauges 
spread throughout Eastern Australia. The last 20 years of bird and flow data for the Murray Darling Basin show 
continually decreasing flow levels and rapidly declining bird numbers, which is also occurring more generally in 
the whole of Eastern Australia (Figure 15). If these conditions continue, waterbird numbers in Eastern Australia 
and the Murray Darling Basin are under threat. Despite the numbers of birds currently present and breeding, 
in the Northern Basin, this does not indicate a deviation from the predictions of declining waterbird numbers 
in Eastern Australia. Rather, the current event represents only a slight deviation within the declining but highly 
fluctuating waterbird number data (Figure 16). 
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The Climate and Waterbird Prediction Model is shown to successfully predict wet or dry conditions in Eastern 
Australia and, consequently, it is possible to use the model to infer the likelihood of waterbird breeding in 
wetlands within this region. However, it is important to note that the model cannot predict what will happen in 
specific wetlands, only over broad areas. Therefore, it is not possible to predict the timing or nature of a breeding 
event within the Narran Lakes Ecosystem using this model. Future refinements of the model may yield more 
specific information with respect to key wetlands. This will require a more detailed understanding of the network 
of wetlands within Eastern Australia emphasizing the relationships between waterbird numbers and specific 
habitat elements found within these wetlands. 
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Figure 14. Climate forecasts based on the Climate Prediction Model. Note: the higher 

the peak in climate the wetter Eastern Australia is forecast to be. 

 

The Climate and Waterbird Prediction Model is shown to successfully predict wet or dry 

conditions in Eastern Australia and, consequently, it is possible to use the model to infer the 

Figure 14:  Climate forecasts based on the Climate Prediction Model. note: the higher the 
peak in climate the wetter Eastern Australia is forecast to be.
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Climate and Waterbird Predictions

Figure 15:  Relationship between bird numbers and flow in Eastern Australia.

Figure 16:  Decline in bird populations in Eastern Australia and the Murray–Darling Basin  
over the last 20 years.

The outcomes of this portion of the study include: 

1) an illustration of the utility of the Climate Model to predict wet/dry conditions in Eastern Australia 500 days 
in advance;

2) a prediction of future climate conditions which show that the current wet phase will be short lived and a 
return to drought conditions is likely next year with dry conditions intensifying through 2010;

3) a prediction of continued declines in waterbird numbers in Eastern Australia over coming years as a result 
of the increase in diverted water within the Murray Darling Basin over the last 20 years; and

4) a consideration of how the current model might be adapted to focus more specifically on key wetlands 
through an improved understanding of the network of wetlands within Eastern Australia.
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likelihood of waterbird breeding in wetlands within this region. However, it is important to note 
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Figure 15. Relationship between bird numbers and flow in 

Eastern Australia. 
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Figure 16. Decline in bird populations in Eastern Australia and the Murray Darling Basin over the last 

20 years. 
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7.  AGEnCy sTAFF TRAInInG

On February 22 2008, Martin Thoms and Scott Rayburg traveled to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem for the purpose 
of training local agency staff (specifically Michael Mulholland, the local NPWS ranger) in the use of the water 
level recorders placed in the Narran Lakes Nature Reserve in 2005. Three water level recorders were placed in 
the reserve at this time: the first was placed near the middle of Clear Lake; the second was placed at the edge 
of the open water area in Back Lake; and the third was placed in the Narran River just upstream of the main off-
take channel to Clear Lake (Figure 17). At the time of their emplacement, these water level recorders were set 
to record data once every hour during a flood event. As these recorders have over 24,000 storage spots in their 
internal memories, this equates to approximately three years of continuous flood recording. 

Figure 17:  Locations of the three water level recorders in the narran Lakes Ecosystem.

During the excursion to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem, one of these water level recorders was located (that in 
Back Lake) and the water level recorder was extracted and removed to East Mullane for processing and training 
purposes. The remaining two water level recorders were not extracted at this time as water levels were too 
deep to safely access them. Upon returning to East Mullane, the Back Lake water level recorder was connected 
to a laptop computer and the data were downloaded. This logger had been active since its emplacement and 
several hundred water depths and water temperatures were retrieved (Figure 18). Michael Mulholland was then 
introduced to the procedure of downloading, setting up and clearing the memory of the water level recorders 
and the necessary equipment (data connection cables, a field download device, software cd) were transferred 
to the possession of National Parks and Wildlife. The data logger was then cleared of exiting data and reset to 
collect hourly data. The following day (February 23rd, 2008) the Back Lake water level recorder was returned to its 
position with the assistance of Michael Mulholland.  
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Mullane for processing and training purposes. The remaining two water level recorders were 
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Agency Staff Training

The results of the training phase for local agency staff include: 

1) the local ranger, Michael Mulholland, has been trained in the collection and set-up of the water level 
recorders currently in place in the Narran Lakes Nature Reserve;

2) the tools necessary to connect with and download the data from the water level recorders have been 
transferred to the local ranger;

3) the data from the Back Lake water level recorder have been downloaded and processed;

4) the locations of the all three water level recorders have been established and this information has been 
transferred to the local ranger; and

5) the derivation of a protocol for the future download and transfer of the water level data to relevant 
agencies.
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not extracted at this time as water levels were too deep to safely access them. Upon returning to 

East Mullane, the Back Lake water level recorder was connected to a laptop computer and the 

data were downloaded. This logger had been active since its emplacement and several hundred 

water depths and water temperatures were retrieved (Figure 18). Michael Mulholland was then 

introduced to the procedure of downloading, setting up and clearing the memory of the water 

level recorders and the necessary equipment (data connection cables, a field download device, 

software cd) were transferred to the possession of National Parks and Wildlife. The data logger 

was then cleared of exiting data and reset to collect hourly data. The following day (February 

23
rd

, 2008) the Back Lake water level recorder was returned to its position with the assistance 

of Michael Mulholland.   

 

 

Figure 18. Stage and temperature data retrieved from the Back Lake water level recorder. 

 

The results of the training phase for local agency staff include:  

1) the local ranger, Michael Mulholland, has been trained in the collection and set-up of 

the water level recorders currently in place in the Narran Lakes Nature Reserve; 

2) the tools necessary to connect with and download the data from the water level 

recorders have been transferred to the local ranger; 

Figure 18:   stage and temperature data retrieved from the Back Lake water level recorder.
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8.  COnsIDERATIOn FOR THE UsE OF THE
 HyDROLOGICAL MODEL As A REAL-TIME
 MAnAGEMEnT TOOL
The work presented in this report highlights the utility of the hydrological model for real-time modelling 
applications. The model is simple to use and can be updated on a daily basis in a matter of minutes. However, 
there are currently some issues that still need to be resolved before the model can be rolled out as a real-time aid 
to water resource managers. First, the model can only be used in real-time if the data are available and can be 
delivered in real-time. Given that the model works on a daily time-step, this means that data need to be available in 
daily increments and must be accessible within one day of their occurrence. Since the principal inputs and outputs 
into the model are discharge, rainfall and evaporation, then this means that each of these types of data need to be 
available the day after an observation is recorded. In addition, the daily acquisition of validation data (namely water 
level data from the water level recorders) would also be an asset although for practical purposes these data could 
be delivered less frequently (i.e., weekly or bi-weekly) with no significant loss of modeling capability. 

Of the data inputs and outputs mentioned above, discharge and local rainfall are currently available in real-time 
(i.e., they are accessible within 24 hours of data collection) and so offer no impediment to modeling in real-time. 
However, evaporation data are not readily available. Indeed there is a lack of evaporation data collected anywhere 
within a 250 km radius of the Narran lakes Ecosystem and the two closest evaporation stations (St. George and 
Bourke) only report their data to the Bureau of Meteorology between 3 and 6 times a year. Therefore, the lack of 
reliable (i.e., close to the Narran Lakes Ecosystem) or real-time evaporation data are a significant impediment 
to producing an accurate real-time prediction of water levels within the Narran Lakes Ecosystem. Thus, it is 
critical to eliminate this problem by collecting evaporation data near to or within the Narran Lakes Ecosystem and 
providing these data in real-time. If this can be accomplished, the main impediment to the use of the real-time 
hydrological model for water resource management will be removed.

The next important consideration in the development of the real-time hydrological model is that, at present,  
the model has not been fully validated. In order to properly validate the model, it is necessary to model an entire 
inundation event, including the wetting and drawdown phases of the event. Given that the 2008 event is still in its 
early stages, it is premature to release the model as a final product. The full validation of the real-time model 
requires: 1) that the model be run to predict water levels right up to the final drying of the Northern and Narran 
Lakes with continual updates as new flow, rainfall and evaporation data become available; 2) the acquisition of 
the complete water level recorder data set, including data from all three recorders for the entire duration of the 
inundation event; and 3) a series of satellite images to relate the validation of wetted inundation extent to that 
of water surface elevations and to create a link between the types of data used to calibrate the model (satellite 
images of the 2004 event) and those used to validate the model. Once the current flood event is complete and 
the full spectrum of validation data are applied to the model, the final product will be a robust, rigorously verified 
real-time hydrological model that could be used (if data considerations are met) to provide valuable information to 
water resource managers in New South Wales and Queensland. The predictions provided by such a model could 
then readily be used to manage flows in such a way as to maximize particular ecological objectives (e.g., waterbird 
breeding, vegetation growth etc.).

There is one final modification that could be made to the real-time model to improve forecasting beyond the 
period of data availability. For data inputs and outputs such as rainfall and evaporation, a stochastic data 
generator could be employed to generate multiple iterations of potential flow levels. These iteration would be 
based on physically derived but randomly generated time series of evaporation and rainfall and the likelihood of 
particular outcomes could then be determined as well as the possible risks of extreme events (those least likely 
to occur but with the worst possible outcomes). The stochastic element of the model could be used in a floating 
fashion with actual data used whenever it is available and the stochastic generator taking over where actual data 
ceases to be available.

Potential sources of Error
There are many potential sources of uncertainty within the water balance model that could account for variability 
in the predicted to actual surface areas. Effectively, every input parameter within the model has a level of 
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uncertainty within it, although some input parameters are significantly more uncertain than others. The highest 
levels of uncertainty are found within the infiltration and transmission loss parameters. Because there are no 
data available on these values within the Narran system they are used largely as calibration factors with their 
limits defined according to the previously described procedures. The precipitation and evaporation data also have 
a degree of uncertainty, particularly with respect to the daily values occurring directly over the lakes. Although 
the data themselves are of high quality, the spatially variable nature of both precipitation and rainfall within this 
semiarid environment means that the actual value over each lake could be considerably different (on a daily 
basis) than that recorded at Kia Ora or East Mullane. However, these errors will be mitigated over the length of 
an inundation event as overestimates of rainfall and/or evaporation are as likely as underestimates. Therefore, 
the overall impact on the model results will be negligible for the entire inundation event but could be significant 
over the scale of several days to several weeks. An additional level of uncertainty applies to the evaporation data 
in the conversion of pan evaporation to open water evaporation. As no evaporation data are available over the lake 
surfaces, this correction is based on standard Bureau of Meteorology data and therefore may also be inaccurate 
over short timescales. The input flows to the system are another potential source of error, particularly during 
the largest flood events. Although the Narran Park gauge is rated to have good quality data, some of the water in 
the Narran River flows overland during the largest flood events and is beyond the extent of the rating curve for 
this gauge. The gauge discharges recorded during these events, therefore, do not necessarily represent the total 
discharges potentially entering the Narran system. Despite these numerous sources of error, however, the close 
correlation between the actual and predicted inundated areas and water levels indicates that the model is robust 
and capable of predicting the inundation within the Narran system with a high degree of accuracy.   

The results of the training phase for local agency staff include: 

1) a consideration of how data availability impacts on the potential for real-time hydrological modeling;

2) specific recommendations for the collection of real-time evaporation data within or near the Narran lakes 
Ecosystem;

3) a discussion of additional data and time requirements for the finalization of the real-time model;

4) a proposal for a potential stochastic rainfall and evaporation generator to be added to the model for use in 
forecasting beyond the available data; 

5) a consideration of potential error sources and their impact on overall model accuracy.
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